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WILEY X
SIGNS TOP
SHOOTERS
Top eyewear specialist Wiley X has signed up a
number of high-profile sport shooters recently.
Gun Trade World contacted two of them to find
out why they decided to choose Wiley X while
shooting at the top level.

J

orge Ballesteros and Gerald Reiter are two of
the best IPSC shooters in the world, so when
they decided to partner with our friends at
Wiley X we sat up and listened. Here, we
discover why these two highly successful sportsmen
use Wiley eyewear, and which are their favourite
models.
GERALD REITER / AUSTRIA
IPSC:
3 x EUROPEAN HANDGUN CHAMPION
2 x VICE WORLD CHAMPION
1 x EUROPEAN HANDGUN VICE CHAMPION
BRONZE MEDAL AT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
62 PRESIDENTS MEDAL WINNER
21 x AUSTRIAN NATIONAL CHAMPION
STEEL CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP:
1-TIME EUROPEAN STEEL CHALLENGE CHAMPION
2 TIMES EUROPEAN STEEL CHALLENGE VICE CHAMPION

“I joined forces with Wiley X because its eyewear is the
best I have ever used during shooting. They provide the
best quality, safety and light transmission as well as UV
protection. The wearing comfort with ear protection and
under a crash helmet is unbeatable.
I wear the following models – Saint and Valor for driving
by car, by motorbike and bicycle. I wear these models for my
job as a policeman. Why? The sun and UV protection are
the best. The comfort is excellent.
I used Saber (with three lenses: light rust, grey and
clear) for many years shooting IPSC (International
Practical Shooting Confederation).
I recently used the unbeatable WX Detection (with
five coloured lenses) for IPSC shooting. WX Detection is
very comfortable to wear, ideal for all lighting conditions,
quickly and easily replaceable – just perfect.
In IPSC Sport we shoot paper and steel targets.
Sometimes small bullet scraps or hot powder gases come
back to the shooter’s or range officer’s face.When this
happens it is essential to wear the best protective eyewear
possible. Only eyewear from Wiley X offers its owner
this outstanding protection. I like to use perfect products
to achieve the best and perfect results. Wiley X is for
winners.”
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“For me, Wiley X is the
ultimate shooting eyewear
brand. ”

JORGE BALLESTEROS, IPSC EUROPEAN AND WORLD CHAMPION

JORGE BALLESTEROS / SPAIN
GOLD MEDAL AT THE 2017 IPSC
WORLD SHOOT
2 x GOLD MEDALS AT THE IPSC
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS (2013
AND 2016)
GOLD MEDAL AT 2015 USIP WORLD
POLICE GAMES

“I’m so happy with the
WX Detection glasses. I used to
have big problems with the lenses
fogging when using other styles
from a competing brand. The WX
Detection has an antifog coating
on the back side of the lens and the
frameless design allow air to flow
better when I`m sweating. The nose
piece support is great and it keeps
the lens away from my cheeks, I

don’t like the glass touching my
face.
I usually wear the clear lens, I
like to have a perfect contrast on
my shooting and clear lenses enable
me see the stage with
100 per cent clarity but sometimes,
if it’s sunny and there’s too much
light, I wear the coloured lenses.
I find these lenses provide a
great contrast under a high
level of sunlight and even when
you change to shadow areas,
the contrast and visibility is
still really good.
I used to shoot with Wiley X
glasses and my experience during
that period of time was perfect.
I was then sponsored by other
eyewear brands but I wasn’t ever

100 per cent comfortable with
them. Even trying different models
there wasn’t one that fitted me as
I wished – frames too small, lens
touching the cheeks, foggy lenses
when sweating, etc.
When you shoot you must be
comfortable with your equipment.
In my sport, when the “beep”
starts every small detail counts, you
can’t be concentrating on anything
other than the sights and running
the stage as fast as possible.
Recently, I contacted the
Wiley X EMEA head director
about the possibility of shooting
again for Wiley X and, without
any discussion, he let me join the
brand once more. I´m so glad to
be back and shooting for Wiley X,

in my opinion it’s the best outdoor
eyewear in the market.
The versatility, perfect fitting
and multiple models make
Wiley X stand out from the crowd,
as well as the quality of the lens
itself.
I use the WX Detection glasses.
The main reason being I prefer
no frame lenses for shooting as it
allows a wider field of view and,
when it’s hot, the lens lets the air
flow much better, with no fog at
all. There’s also the possibility of
using different colour lenses with
a high contrast.
Safety is always first for me and
with no doubt the safety of the
Wiley X lenses is more
than proven. GTW

WX Detection clear lens.

Wiley X EMEA

Wiley X USA

+45 96 93 00 45
outdoor@wileyx.eu
www.wileyx.eu

+1 925 583 9241
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